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ABSTRACT- We consider parallel robots, that will be called cams-coupled parallel robots, whose
mobile platform has surfaces that are constrained to be in contact at a point with surfaces located on the
base. Articulated passive fixed length legs connect also the base to the platform while active legs allow to
control the motion of the platform. We investigate the mobility of such robot and shows how the inverse
and direct kinematics can be solved for arbitrary contact surfaces. We present then preliminary results
regarding the synthesis of such robot.
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INTRODUCTION
Parallel robots with less than 6 dof have attracted a lot of attention this recent years as they have
possibility of application. The design of such robots has followed two possible approaches:
• the mobile platform is constrained by an auxiliary mechanism so that it has only the desired dof
• the mechanical structure itself is designed in such way that it is constrained to have only the desired
dof
Although the second approach has led to the development of interesting robot such as the Delta robot [1]
or the H4 robot [2] it has a main drawback: the geometrical assumptions that are required for the mobile
platform to have less than 6 d.o.f. will never been fully satisfied in practice and the robot will usually
exhibit parasitic d.o.f.
In the first approach the auxiliary mechanism is usually a serial mechanism. We investigate here
another type of constraint mechanism (figure 1):
• the mobile platform will have m surfaces Si, each of them being constrained to be in contact with
a corresponding surface Ti on the base. It will be assumed that surfaces Ti, Si are in contact at a
point and that some constraint mechanisms impose that the surfaces remain in contact
• the mobile platform and the base will be connected by n legs of fixed length attached to both the
base and the platform by ball-and-socket joints
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Figure 1: An example of cams-coupled parallel robot
The interest of such mechanism, that will be called cams-coupled parallel robot, is that it will allow a
broader variety of constrained motion than classical serial mechanisms. Note also a possible biological
application as a constraint mechanism of this type has been used by Parenti-Castelli to model the motion
of the knee joint [9, 10].
Such constraint mechanism will impose a mobilityM to the platform and these DOF may be controlled
by adding, for example, M actuated legs.
We define a reference frame O,x,y, z and Ai = (xai, yai, zai) will denote the attachment points of the
legs of fixed length ρi on the base. The attachment points of these legs on the platform will be denoted
Bi and we define a mobile frame as B1,xr,yr, zr. A superscript r will be used to denote vectors and
coordinates in the mobile frame. In the mobile frame the coordinates of Bi will be denoted xb
r
i , yb
r
i , zb
r
i
and without loss of generality we may impose xbr
1
= ybr
1
= zbr
1
= 0. In the reference frame the coordinates
of Bi will be denoted xbi, ybi, zbi and the pose vector X of the platform will be defined by the coordinates
xb1, yb1, zb1 and the three Euler’s angles ψ, θ, φ that allow to define the rotation matrix between the
mobile and the reference frame.
MOBILITY ANALYSIS
Let Si be a surface on the mobile platform that is constrained to be in contact with a surface Ti on the
base. These surface are defined by the implicit equations
F rSi(x
r, yr, zr) = 0 FTi(x, y, z) = 0 (1)
Let the vectors Nr
Si
and NTi be defined as:
NrSi = (
∂FSi
∂xr
,
∂FSi
∂yr
,
∂FSi
∂zr
) NTi = (
∂FTi
∂x
,
∂FTi
∂y
,
∂FTi
∂z
)
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These vectors are directed along the normal of Si, Ti and if the surfaces are in contact at point Mi =
(xi, yi, zi) we must have
RNr
Si
× NTi = 0 (2)
which induces 2 independent equations. Hence each surface contact led to 4 constraints equations that
involve the 3 unknowns xi, yi, zi. If m is the number of imposed surfaces contact we get 4m constraint
equations for a total of 3m + 6 unknowns. As n articulated legs impose n constant length constraint
equations (assumed to be independent) the mobility M of the robot is obtained as 6 −m − n. Hence,
assuming that m cannot be 0 we get the following possibilities for M : 5 (m = 1, n = 0), 4 (m = 1, n = 1),
(m = 2, n = 0), 3 (m = 1, n = 2), (m = 2, n = 1), (m = 3, n = 0), 2 (m = 1, n = 3), (m = 2, n = 2),
(m = 3, n = 1), (m = 4, n = 0), 1 (m = 1, n = 4), (m = 2, n = 3), (m = 3, n = 2), (m = 4, n = 1),
(m = 5, n = 0).
KINEMATICS
Inverse Kinematics
Consider a cams-coupled parallel robot with mobility M and assume that we fix M parameters among the
pose parameters of the platform. This implies that the platform may be only in a finite number of poses
(possibly 0 if the robot cannot be assembled) and we want to determine these poses. Let Mi, i ∈ [1,m]
be the m contacts points between the surfaces Si, Ti. We will denote xmi, ymi, zmi the coordinates of
Mi in the reference frame. In the mobile frame the coordinates xm
r
i , ym
r
i , zm
r
i of Mi are the components
of the vector CMi
r. We have
B1Mi
r = RT B1Mi
Hence we may express xmri , ym
r
i , zm
r
i as functions of xb1, yb1, zb1 and ψ, θ, φ. Hence the unknowns U
of the kinematics problem are the 6 −M unknown components of X together with the 3m coordinates
xmi, ymi, zmi.
We have 2m constraints equations
F rSi(xm
r
i , ym
r
i , zm
r
i ) = 0 FTi(xmi, ymi, zmi) = 0 (3)
and 2m normal equations
RNr
Si
(xmr
i
,ymr
i
, zmr
i
) ×NTi(xmi,ymi, zmi) = 0 (4)
For the passive legs we have the n constraint equations
||AiBi||
2 = ||AiO + OB1 +RCB
r
1||
2 = ρ2i (5)
Solving the 4m + n equations system (3,4,5) allows to solve the inverse kinematics problem i.e. finding
the 6-M unknown pose parameters of the platform.
Assume for example that we have m = 2, n = 3 which implies that the robot has mobility 1. We fix
one of the pose parameters and the five remaining one are unknowns. We have also 2 unknown contact
points between the surfaces and the total amount of unknowns is 11 while the number of equations is
also 11.
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Note that the unknowns parameters in X may easily be bounded. Indeed B1 belongs to a sphere
centered in A1 with radius ρ1. Hence we get the following bound:
xb1 ∈ [xa1 − ρ1, xa1 + ρ1] yb1 ∈ [ya1 − ρ1, ya1 + ρ1] zb1 ∈ [za1 − ρ1, za1 + ρ1]
while the Euler’s angles may be restricted to lie in the range [0, 2π]. As for the coordinates of the Mi we
may assume that the platform is a rigid body with finite dimensions that will impose bounds on these
coordinates.
In general it will difficult to find a closed-form solution for the system (3,4,5) and we are interested in an
approach that will work whatever are the constraint surfaces. If the surfaces have an algebraic definition
the system of equations may be solved using homotopy [12], Gröebner basis [11] or elimination theory.
But this approach are quite sensitive to the number of equations and to their degree. As the unknowns
are bounded a convenient generic tool for solving the equations system is an interval analysis-based
solver [4, 6] that will provide all the solutions within the search space. It allows to process any non-linear
equations (not being restricted to algebraic equations) and to deal easily with additional mechanical
constraints such as limits on the motion of the passive joints. We use our C++ interval analysis library
ALIAS
1 which is interfaced with Maple. Basically we just define in Maple the cams constraints and the
geometry of the base and platform and the equations to solve are derived automatically by Maple that
uses for that purpose specific Maple procedures of the ALIAS interface to create the necessary C++ code
and run it. Note however that interval analysis should not be considered as a ”black box” and need some
expertise to be used efficiently.
The solving method we use allows one to determine all solutions in the search space and these solutions
may be computed exactly in the sense that we will determine intervals in which there is exactly one solution
and that this solution can be computed with a numerical scheme that is guaranteed to converge to the
solution (using this scheme within a software allowing multi-precision calculation we are able to compute
the solution with an arbitrary number of digits).
The only case in which no unique solution will be determined is when the system has a singular
solution. This is also detected by our solving method as will be seen in the example.
Application example
We consider a robot with 2 spherical surface constraints and 3 passive legs. The coordinates of the
attachments points of the legs on the base are (in term of any length unit)
A1 = [0, 0, 0] A2 = [10, 5, 0] A3 = [−10, 5, 0]
and their attachment points on the platform have as coordinates in the mobile frame
B1 = [0, 0, 0] B2 = [15, 5, 0] B3 = [15, 5, 0]
while their length are ρ1 = 12.806, ρ2 = 15.329, ρ3 = 15.329. On the base we have two spherical
surfaces T1, T2 with radius r1 = 5 and whose centers P1, P2 are located at [-7,15,0] and [7,15,0]. The
spherical surfaces S1, S2 on the platform have a radius r2 of 5.04580 and their centers C1, C2 are located
at [-7,7.01168,-4.0657], [7,7.01168,-4.0657]. This mechanism may be seen as a 5-SS mechanism as the
5 points B1, B2, B3, C1, C2 are constrained to lie on spheres centered at A1, A2, A3, P1, P2 with radii
ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, r1 + r2. A direct consequence is that any point of the mechanism lies on a curve of order 40
1www.inria-sop.fr/coprin/logiciel/ALIAS/ALIAS.html
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(this is used as one proof that the Gough platform forward kinematics has at most 40 solutions [5, 7]).
Consequently if we fix one coordinate of any point of the platform the kinematics will have at most 40
solutions.
Figure 2: A cams-coupled parallel robot with two set of spherical constraint surfaces
Fixing φ = 0 and restricting the angles ψ, θ to lie in the range [−π/2, π/2] to avoid leg and platform
interference we find two possibles poses for the moving platform:
xc = 0 yc = 8.5138 zc = 9.56635 ψ = 0 θ = 32.57768
◦
xc = 0 yc = 8 zc = 10 ψ = 0 θ = 30
◦
The computation time for solving this example is about 55 minutes on an EVO 410, 1.2 GHz.
In that particular case it must be noted that instead of using the Cartesian coordinates for the 2
surface contact points we may have used spherical coordinates: this will have led to a system of only 9
equations in 9 unknowns that is however solved in a similar computation time.
DIRECT KINEMATICS
As seen previously the mobility of a robot with n passive legs and m cams is 6−m− n and this passive
system induces 4m+ n constraint equations. Adding 6−m− n active links with one d.o.f. will allow to
control the robot. These links induce 6−m− n constraint equations and the total amount of constraint
equations is 6 + 3m for 6 + 3m unknowns. Provided that the equations are independent the platform
poses belong to a finite set. The direct kinematics is obtained by solving this set of equations.
In the previous example we have added a fourth active leg whose length can be adjusted to control
the motion of the robot. The leg is attached to the base at A4 = (0,−10, 0) and on the platform at
B4 = (0,−5, 0). We assign a value of ρ4 = 15.5921 to the length of this leg. It must be noted that
the robot may be seen as a Gough platform for which the direct kinematics may be solved with specific
procedures [8]. But for the sake of generality we have used a general solving procedure of ALIAS. The
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search space can easily be determined and we have restricted the z coordinate of B1 to be positive and
the three angles ψ, θ, φ to lie in the range [−π/2, π/2].
Using a cluster of 12 machines (interval analysis is appropriate for distributed computation) we have
found 3 solutions to the system of 12 equations in about 5 hours and 50 minutes:
1. xc = −4.6237 yc = 7.560187 zc = 9.2447 ψ = 0.51046 θ = 0.2219 φ = −0.2066
2. xc = 4.6237 yc = 7.560187 zc = 9.2447 ψ = −0.51046 θ = 0.2219 φ = 0.2066
3. xc = 0 yc = 8 zc = 10 ψ = 0 θ = 0.5236 φ = 0
The interval analysis based solver allows to determine that the 2 first solutions are not singular while
the third one is singular (and therefore cannot be found using the classical Newton-Raphson iterative
scheme).
It can be seen that finding all the solutions of the direct kinematics will be usually time consuming,
especially as we use a generic scheme that works whatever is the robot structure. But having to determine
all solutions (and without any a priori information on the location of the platform) is seldom necessary.
Indeed direct kinematics will be usually used in a real-time context but with a priori information on the
possible location of the solution. For example we may have determined the pose of the robot at a given
sampling time and wish to determine what is the pose of the robot at the next sampling time. Being
given the maximal velocity of the robot we may determine a ball within which should lie the solution.
Table 1 gives the computation time of the direct kinematics for various ball diameter.
Ball size
(unit length,rd)
0.1,0.06 0.06,0.06 0.06,0.006 0.006,0.006
Time (ms) 11630 4920 540 290
Table 1: Computation time of the direct kinematics as a function of the search space diameter
Note that we will determine only the solutions that lie within the search space while the Newton
scheme may converge to a solution that is not in the search space. A consequence is that if more than
one solution is found it will be better to stop the robot as it is not possible to determine what is its
current pose (if the search space is small this also imply that we are close to a singular configuration).
UPPER BOUNDS OF THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS FOR THE DIRECT AND INVERSE KINE-
MATICS
Let assume that the constraint surfaces Si, Ti are defined by algebraic equations of total degree dSi , dTi .
The rotation matrix may be defined using an algebraic form with second order coefficients and with a
additional second order equation. Hence the system of equations 3 has m equations F rSi of degree 2dSi
and m equations FTi of degree dTi . For the equations 4 the components of the vectors RN
r
Si
will have
degree dSi +1 while the vectors NTi will have degree dTi −1. Hence the degree of the components of their
cross-product will be dSi + dTi and the system 4 will have 2m equations of such degree. For the passive
leg the degree of the equation will be 3. For the inverse kinematics we have to solve 4m+ n equations
system (3,4,5). Using Bezout theorem the upper bound U of the number of solution will be
U = 2
i=m∏
i=1
(2dSi)
i=m∏
i=1
(dTi ) (
i=m∏
i=1
(dSi + dTi))
2 3n
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Assume for example that we have m = 2, n = 3 and that the constraint surfaces have degree 2: we get
U = 884736. Note that this number is clearly an overestimated upper bound: for spherical surfaces we
have seen that in general the real upper bound will be 40.
As for the direct kinematics we will add 6−m−n legs. Hence the factor 3n in the previous expression
should be substituted by 36−m. For m = 2, n = 3 we will find U = 2654208.
PATH ANALYSIS
Consider a robot with mobility 1. We have seen in the above section that after having fixed one of the
pose parameters X1 we are able to determine the possible poses of the platform i.e the pose parameters
X2, . . . , X6. It may be of interest to drawX2, . . . , X6 as function of X1 when X1 lies in the range [X
0
1
, X l
1
].
A first possibility will be to compute these curves by selecting a finite number of values for X1 and to
solve the kinematic problem at each point. Apart from being computer intensive this approach has one
drawback: it may be difficult to determine how to connect the solution points obtained for 2 successive
values of X1.
We propose another approach that solve this problem and is based on Kantorovitch theorem [3]. Let
a system of n equations in n unknowns:
G = {Gi(x1, . . . , xn) = 0, i ∈ [1, n]}
each Gi being at least C
2. Let x0 be a point and U = {x/||x − x0|| ≤ 2B0}, the norm being ||A|| =
Maxi
∑
j |aij |. Assume that x0 is such that the Jacobian matrix of the system has an inverse Γ0 at x0
and that the following inequalities hold:
||Γ0|| ≤ A0 ||Γ0G(x0)|| ≤ 2B0
n∑
k=1
|
∂2Gi(x
∂xj∂xk
| ≤ C for i, j = 1, . . . , n and x ∈ U (6)
If the constants A0, B0, C satisfy 2nA0B0C ≤ 1, then there is an unique solution of G = 0 in U and the
Newton method used with x0 as estimate of the solution will converge toward this solution. Assume that
we have been able to determine the set of r possible platform poses {U 01 , . . . , U
0
r } at X
0
1 i.e. we have been
able to solve the set of equations GX0
1
=(3,4,5) for X1 = X
0
1
. We now want to determine the platform
poses {U11 , . . . , U
1
r } at X1 = X
2
1 = X
0
1 + δ in such way that a continuous change from X
0
1 to X
1
1 will
transform U0j into U
1
j .
Using interval analysis we may compute for the system GX1
1
obtained for X1 = X
1
1
upper bound for
the values of A0, B0, C at the pose U
0
j using the left hand part of the inequalities (6).
If 2nA0B0C ≤ 1 the system GX1
1
has a unique solution W in a ball that enclose U 0j and hence
during a continuous transformation of X1 from X
0
1
to X1
1
the solution U0j will be transformed into W :
consequently U1j = U .
If 2nA0B0C > 1 we define X
1
1
= X0
1
+ δ/2k and start again with k = 1, 2 . . .. As B0 is proportional
to GX1
1
(U0j ) it will decrease and we will be able to find a k such that at X
1
1
we get 2nA0B0C ≤ 1.
At this point we have a solution forX1 = X
1
1
and we may repeat the procedure withX1 = X
2
1
= X1
1
+δ
until X1 reaches X
l
1.
This procedure will fail only in two cases:
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• due to numerical round-off errors we will never satisfy 2nA0B0C ≤ 1: in that case we have to use
multi-precision arithmetic to improve the calculation of these constants
• the Jacobian matrix is singular in the vicinity of X j
1
. A local analysis will show if the singularity
occurs because 2 branches collapse (and the trajectory is well defined) or because 2 branches cross
which means that we will not be able to control the robot around this configuration. As this should
be avoided we have hence a nice way to determine the feasibility of the use of the robot
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
We have considered the previous mechanism with spherical surfaces constraints and have calculated the
trajectory that will be obtained when the angle φ changes from 0 to 0.25 radian, plotting 2500 points on
the two branches. The computation time on an EVO 410, 1.2 GHz, is about 5 mn. Figure 3 shows the
variation of θ with respect to φ. Figure 4 shows the trajectory of point B1 together with the orientation
0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
θ
φ
0
Figure 3: Variation of θ as a function of φ
of the mobile frame.
SYNTHESIS OF 1 D.O.F.ROBOT
In this section we will consider a 1 d.o.f. with a passive given constraint mechanism. Parenti-Castelli [9, 10]
has considered such mechanism with spherical constraint surfaces to establish a model of a knee joint.
Although their model has a trajectory that was closer to experimental data than previously proposed
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Figure 4: Trajectory of the center of the platform with a representation of the mobile frame
models there was still some large discrepancies. It is indeed quite difficult to synthesize such mechanism
for following a given trajectory.
SYNTHESIS WITH PRECISION POSES
A first synthesis approach consists in imposing that the mechanism should be able to reach specific poses
that are completely or partially defined (for example in the mechanism considered by Parent-Castelli
only the orientation is important). As soon as we impose that the trajectory of the robot should go
through a precision pose for which we fix the value of a pair of pose parameters the equations (3,4,5) is
an over-constrained system of equations with one more equation than unknowns. Consequently we may
assume that one of the parameters defining the geometry of the constraint mechanism is an unknown
that should be determined so that we end up with a square system of equations.
Hence fixing two coordinates of a precision pose induces a set of 4m + n equations with 4m + n
unknowns, one of which is a geometry parameters. If n coordinates of a precision pose are fixed, then we
will have n− 1 geometry parameters as unknowns. On the other hand we may choose to use k precision
poses with l fixed parameters. We will end up with a square system of k(4m+n) equations with k(l− 1)
geometry parameters in the unknowns.
As an example we have considered our mechanism with spherical rolling contact, the sphere on the
base having a radii of 5, 11.859 while the sphere on the platform have a radii of 4.7, 2.541. The location
of the attachment points have the same value than in the previous example but the length ρ2, ρ3 are free
while the platform should be able to reach the orientation defined by ψ = π/10, θ = π/6, φ = π/10. We
end up with a system of 11 equations in 11 unknowns: the lengths ρ2, ρ3, the coordinates of the platform
center and the coordinates of the 2 contact points between the spheres. The solutions of this system are
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again obtained using the ALIAS solver.
Constraining the leg lengths to lie in the range [0,40] we find 4 solutions to the system, two of which
having the same leg lengths and differing only by the values of the point coordinates. So the design
solution are:
ρ2 = 18.4682 ρ3 = 8.507
ρ2 = 19.9878 ρ3 = 11.27608
ρ2 = 20.821 ρ3 = 10.6685
On a Dell D400 laptop the computation time is 49 seconds.
In another example we have fixed xc = 2 and ψ = π/10, θ = π/6 while the geometrical parameters
are still ρ2, ρ3. A set of 6 solutions has been found in about 6 minutes with 4 distinct solutions for the
ρ2, ρ3 unknowns:
ρ2 = 20.821 ρ3 = 10.668
ρ2 = 19.561 ρ3 = 5.373
ρ2 = 14.677 ρ3 = 15.182
ρ2 = 25.4141 ρ3 = 5.598
Using the same precision point we have now fixed ρ2 = 20.821, ρ3 = 10.668 but we have assumed that
the constraint surfaces on the base may be written as:
(x+ 7)2 + (A1y − 15)
2 + z2 = 25
(x− 7)2 + (A3y − 15)
2 + z2 = 140.6348
The geometrical parameters are now the unknownsA1, A3 that change the shape of the constraint surfaces.
Assuming that these parameters lie in the range [0.1,10] four solutions have been found in about 7 seconds
A1 1 1.488 1 1.488
A3 0.6609 0.6609 1 1
If the same geometrical transformation is performed on the constraint surfaces on the platform we will
find 2 solutions.
Assume now that we define two precision poses by the values of their orientation angles. We choose:
ψ = π/10 θ = π/6 φ = π/10
ψ = π/6 θ = π/6 φ = π/6
The unknowns are the coordinates of B1 and the coordinates of the contact points between the spherical
surfaces i.e. 18 unknowns for 22 equations: consequently we may choose 4 geometrical parameters for
the synthesis. We have chosen the lengths ρ2, ρ3 of leg 2 and 3 and the x coordinates of their attachment
points on the platform. The leg lengths are restricted to lie in the range [7,23] while the x coordinates of
B2, B3 lie in the ranges [8,16],[-16,8]. The 3 following solutions have been obtained in about 48mn:
ρ22 ρ
2
3 xB2 xB3
290.947 124.1588 10.191 -14.8762
278.97 62.827 8.699 -8.0716
264.315 79.841 8.1947 -6.7929
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Similarly for two precision poses we may choose as geometrical parameters 4 unknowns A1, A2, A3, A4
such that the constraint surfaces on the base may be written as:
(A1x+ 7)
2 + (A2y − 15)
2 + z2 = 25
(A3x− 7)
2 + (A4y − 15)
2 + z2 = 140.6348
The precision poses are defined by the ψ, θ, φ angles with the values π/10, π/6, π/10 and π/6, π/10, π/8
Two solutions are found in about 49 mn of computation time:
A1 A2 A3 A4
3.459 3.3018 1.3835 1.4328
3.477 1.0148 1.3835 1.4328
Similarly for three precision poses we may choose as geometrical parameters 4 unknownsA1, A2, A3, A4
such that the constraint surfaces on the base may be written as:
(A1x+ 7)
2 + (A2y − 15)
2 + z2 = 25
(A3x− 7)
2 + (A4y − 15)
2 + z2 = 140.6348
and add 2 additional unknowns that will be the lengths of leg 2 and 3. This allows one to end up with a
system of 33 equations in 33 unknowns.
The precision poses are defined by the ψ, θ, φ angles with the values π/10, π/6, π/10 and π/6, π/6, π/6,
π/11.5, π/7.5, π/8.2 Two solutions are found in about 38 hours of computation time on a cluster of 20
machines:
ρ22 ρ
2
3 A1 A2 A3 A4
454.29 129.184 14.868 4.39259 -9.623 5.665
295.388 86.05 9.46 7.26 -11.87 8.635
As can be seen on these examples synthesis based on precision poses have the drawback that even
for a small number of precision poses the synthesis equation are quite difficult to solve. For example for
m = 2, n = 3 we will get 11 equations for each precisions poses and it seems quite difficult to manage
more than 3 precision poses.
Another drawback of this approach is that if more than one precision pose is given we cannot ensure
that all the precision poses lie on the same branch. This has to be verified afterward using the method
described in the section devoted to path reconstruction. We are currently investigating another approach:
a reference trajectory is given and we are looking for the geometry parameters that minimize the maximal
error between the reference path and the followed one. Interval analysis may still be used in that case
with the additional interest that it provides global optimization procedures.
CONCLUSION
Cam-coupled parallel robot are interesting alternate mechanisms to provide complex robot with con-
strained motion. Interval analysis has be shown to be an adequate tool to solve their inverse and direct
kinematics. Although the computation time of the kinematics may be quite large we have seen that it
drastically decreases as soon as information on the possible location of the platform is available, as this
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will be the case in a real-time application. We have also presented a procedure that allows one to compute
very efficiently the possible paths of the platform.
We have then investigated a possible synthesis method based on precision poses. It was shown that
it was possible to determine various set of the robot’s geometrical parameters so that the precision poses
will lie on the path of the platform. But the complexity of this approach is very high and it seems quite
difficult to manage more than a small number of precision poses. Furthermore it is not possible to verify
during the synthesis that the poses will lie on the same robot’s path.
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